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ABSTRACT

We present an integrated framework for joint estimation and pursuit of dynamic features in the ocean, over large spatial scales and with multiple collaborating vehicles relying on limited communications. Our approach uses ocean model predictions to design closed-loop networked control at short time scales, and the primary innovation is to represent model uncertainty via a projection of ensemble forecasts into local linearized vehicle coordinates. Based on this projection, we identify a stochastic linear time-invariant model for estimation and control design. The methodology accurately decomposes spatial and temporal variations, exploits coupling between sites along the feature, and allows for advanced methods in communication-constrained control. Simulations with three example datasets successfully demonstrate the proof-of-concept.
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1. Introduction

The behavior of ocean fronts and similar structures such as plumes and filaments has long been of interest to oceanographers (Gangopadhyay and Robinson, 2002; Ferrari, 2011). Recent measurements in a front off Japan have revealed sub-mesoscale structure that figures unexpectedly large in the
energy balance (D’Asaro et al., 2011). Fronts and plumes are implicated in foundational work on Lagrangian coherent structures (Olascoaga and Haller, 2012), and can show dramatic physical, chemical, and biological variability that is critical to understanding ocean–atmospheric coupling, ecological systems, and pollution (Camilli et al., 2010; Farrell et al., 2005).

Despite continual advances in modeling of complex natural processes, ocean features at the mesoscale and smaller remain challenging (Canuto and Dubovikov, 2005; Hanna and Yang, 2001), and hence have emerged as a primary focus area for mobile sensing systems. Here, progress has been rapid, e.g. Fiorelli et al. (2006) and Wang et al. (2009). Zhang et al. (2012b,a) carried out at-sea experiments where measurements both drove trajectory decisions and triggered collection of large samples. A single vehicle has successfully tracked a plankton bloom (Godin et al., 2011), while a coordinated approach for a similar problem using a drifter and vehicle has been studied in Das et al. (2012) and Graham et al. (2013). A collaborative control technique for tracking Lagrangian coherent structures is presented in Michini et al. (2014), and a distributed approach for plume and thermocline tracking is considered in Petillo et al. (2012). Supporting all these developments, basic water properties are routinely measured today from mobile robots, while sophisticated chemical and biological analyses in situ are becoming mature technologies, for example DNA probes (Scholin et al., 2006) and mass spectrometers (Camilli et al., 2010). In turn, ocean modeling is becoming integrated with real-time sampling systems, e.g. Willcox et al. (2001), Haley et al. (2009) and Smith et al. (2010), and is increasingly taking on multi-disciplinary aspects (Stow et al., 2009). Non-cooperative path-planning based on current forecasts has been studied extensively, for example by Smith et al. (2010) and Lolla et al. (2012). Ocean model uncertainty predictions and communication constraints, however, have not been a central focus in these works.

Already exploited regularly in the terrestrial and air domains, networks of mobile agents are an attractive means for tracking and pursuit of dynamic processes over mixed spatial scales (Dunbabin and Marques, 2012), although wireless communication inevitably brings fundamental challenges in control (Baillieul and Antsaklis, 2007). Underwater, wireless communication over distances beyond about one hundred meters is made almost exclusively via acoustics, which suffer packet losses caused by ambient noise, multipath, and other environmental conditions (Heidemann et al., 2012). This packet loss, combined with low data rates and long delays, has limited the use of acoustic communications in high-performance, real-time tasks. Our own experience with acoustic modems (Reed et al., 2013) strongly suggests that control system design should encompass communication limits from the beginning. To this end, there has been considerable recent work in the field of control under communication constraints. Constructive results exist for lossy estimation (Sinopoli et al., 2004; Gupta et al., 2007), lossy commands (Quevedo et al., 2011) and $H_{∞}$ sampled-data control (Lall and Dullerud, 2001). We extended the work of Imer et al. (2006) to the case of independent multi–channel packet losses (Reed and Hover, 2013); Imer’s dynamic programming approach results in a highly tractable recursion. These principled methods for networked control design, however, usually require linear time–invariant (LTI) system representations.

In this paper, we combine the themes above to focus on tracking and pursuit of dynamic ocean fronts by multiple unmanned vehicles, posing the problem in such a way as to accommodate the most promising developments in communication-constrained feedback control. As diagrammed in Fig. 1, our approach fits as an intermediary between high-bandwidth vehicle flight control (at the seconds time scale) and lower-frequency procedures in numerical ocean modeling, assimilation, and adaptive sampling. Notably, we are using linearization for a completely different purpose here than the norm in physical oceanography, where it has helped characterize instability and maximum sensitivity directions through adjoint models (Moore et al., 2004). As described in full below, our approach explicitly leverages ocean forecast ensembles, a projection onto vehicle coordinates, and stochastic system identification, yielding a dynamics description that is directly suitable for control system design. These elements enable a reactive control methodology for dynamically sampling the ocean, that may surpass approaches used today. Looking forward, we hope that our framework may provide a basis for tradeoff studies in designing complex deployments.

We describe the overall technical framework in Section 2, with some additional background comments on forecasting and linearization. Projection is detailed in Section 3, and the integration of projection, system identification, estimation and control in Section 4. Projection and identification
outcomes with test and model data are described in Section 5, and Section 6 has control simulations. Section 7 concludes.

2. Technical setup

2.1. Scope of the field operation

We consider a dynamic scalar field $\phi$ in two dimensions, although there is nothing inherent to our methodology that prohibits three dimensions, or a vector field. $\phi$ is a function of space and time, but we will usually drop these arguments. Two key assumptions are that the instantaneous field contains areas of spatial gradient, which induce a favorable measurement gain for data-driven servoing, and that the operation of vehicles on gradients is desirable. The second point is certainly true if we want to track a front, and characterize the water properties close to it. Beyond following gradients as a primary mission objective, there is also a broader scenario in which one set of vehicles might have the task of monitoring feature boundaries – characterized by a threshold value and a gradient – while another set operates within the feature, where structure is much harder to detect.

We focus on scalar field measurements that can be adequately sampled by autonomous vehicles while they are in motion. This could include standard quantities like temperature and salinity, or more advanced chemical and biological measurements. Our general framework can be expanded to fit another setting as well, of vehicles taking “metameasurements”. For example, if the feature dynamics is slow enough compared to vehicle speeds, local surveys within a time step could make local estimates of the gradient, or be used to enhance spatial resolution by visiting multiple nearby FPS in one time step.

2.2. Known and unknown frontal points

In loose terms, a front in the field variable at a given time is an elongated region of high gradient magnitude; in the plane, a front would comprise a tightly-packed set of contour lines for field variable $\phi(t)$. A projector expresses such a front in terms of desirable locations for vehicles – which we term frontal points (FPS) $p(t)$ – and as the physical front evolves over time, so do the frontal points. Taking $\phi$ and $p$ to denote a finite time series of the field and a set of FPSs, respectively, our overall strategy in this paper is to develop a process that quickly generates acceptable $p$ from given $\phi$, and separately a process by which an actual vehicle group pursues a physical realization of $p$. The second process perhaps
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Fig. 1. High-level overview of the ocean front tracking system. Inputs on the Analysis Center side include human decisions and other data sources not available to the vehicle network; these may or may not be embedded in the projector. Additional inputs on the Vehicle Network side include channel losses, sensor noise, and physical disturbances.
has a conceptual jump in the sense that we are asserting a physical \( p \) to go with a physical \( \phi \), and of course neither is fully known.

For a given \( \phi \), frontal points are defined by the projector \( D \):

\[
p = D(\phi).
\]

\( D \) can comprise algorithms as well as human input; it encodes any explicit dependence on time, and initial conditions for \( p \). \( D \) need not be causal, and as a function could be surjective or injective or both: different field evolutions \( \phi \) could easily lead to the same desired vehicle trajectory, while there also exist useful vehicle trajectories that do not depend on \( \phi \) at all. Most importantly, \( D \) has full access to \( \phi \) and is thus omniscient.

**Example 1.** A causal, omniscient projector for \( N \) vehicles might have the following key operations at each time step:

1. Given \( \phi(t) \), choose a level \( \Phi \) and calculate regions of the physical space that satisfy \( \phi(t) = \Phi \).
2. On this subset of interest, propagate the \( N \) FPs, \( p(t) \), with constraints on spacing and on speed.

This example captures the paradigm we explore in computations, but it is by no means the only one possible. For instance, instead of choosing a specific level set of \( \phi(t) \), one could just as easily identify areas of high gradients for locating the FPs.

An acceptable \( p \) satisfies a number of constraints, \( p \in \mathbb{P} = \mathbb{P}_1 \cap \mathbb{P}_2 \cap \cdots \). Already we know from statements so far that:

\[
\mathbb{P}_1: \text{ \( p \) occurs in gradient areas, and observations near \( p \) are desirable.}
\]

\[
\mathbb{P}_2: \text{ \( p \) is feasible for the vehicles and their control system, in terms of maximum transit speed, maneuvering, closed-loop bandwidth, collision avoidance, and communication or other operational constraints.}
\]

To support closed-loop field operations, below we will add to \( \mathbb{P} \)'s specification, as summarized in Table 1.

Consider now the physical instance of the field, \( \phi_0 \); the “\( o \)” subscript is used from here on to indicate the physical instance. \( D \) does not apply because we do not know \( \phi_0 \). Yet desirable FPs \( p_0 \) still exist, and an estimate of them plays out according to

\[
\hat{p}_0^t = E_0(z_0^t),
\]

where \( E_0 \) is a causal, actuated estimator, and sparse measurements \( z_0 \) are its driver. The “\( t \)” superscript indicates times up to \( t \). Underlying \( z_0 \) is the physical instance itself, \( \phi_0 \), and a set of physical vehicles and their control system(s), process and sensor noise channels, and so on. \( E_0 \) is understood to embed all available information but it has a structure different from \( D \): it does not know the true field \( \phi_0 \), and thus cannot carry out the first step in Example 1. Our goal then is to exploit the information available at start of mission to ensure that \( p_0 \in \mathbb{P} \), and that \( \hat{p}_0 \approx p_0 \) through a sampling, estimation and control strategy. These are achieved through both \( D \) and \( E_0 \).
2.3. Designing \( \mathcal{D} \) via stochastic prediction

Without prior information about \( \phi_0 \), the construction from \( \mathbb{E}_o \) would be extremely weak. We can use a stochastic model of the ocean process to strengthen it. Consider a set of specific predicted instances (realizations) of the field, indexed \( i \in \{1, \ldots, M\} \). The associated set of frontal points is generated by the same omniscient projector as above: \( \mathbf{p}_i = \mathcal{D}(\phi_i) \). Since \( \phi_i \) is in hand, the \( \mathbf{p}_i \) defined by \( \mathcal{D} \) is easy to create and visualize. Thus a predicted instance provides a direct assessment of \( \mathcal{D} \), and an ensemble of such instances allows us to design \( \mathcal{D} \) such that the constraints in Table 1 are satisfied.

Let the distribution of the true field be \( h(\phi_0) \), and make the assumption that \( h(\phi_0) = h(\phi_i) \), i.e., there are no systematic errors in the field prediction. Formally, this assertion rests on Leith’s landmark paper in climate studies, that by the ergodic hypothesis good performance in an ensemble occurs when the ensemble distribution matches the true climate distribution (Leith, 1974). This assumption underlies virtually all modern weather prediction procedures, and in our context it implies that \( h(\mathbf{p}_o) = h(\mathbf{p}_i) \), since \( \mathcal{D} \) is agnostic on the input data. Then \( \text{prob}(\mathbf{p}_i \in \mathbb{P}) = \text{prob}(\mathbf{p}_o \in \mathbb{P}) \), and consequently \( \mathcal{D} \) designed via \( \mathbf{p}_i \) achieves \( \text{prob}(\mathbf{p}_o \in \mathbb{P}) \rightarrow 1 \) if the design process fully models random \( \mathbf{p}_i \) and if \( \mathcal{D} \) yields a high fraction of successful trajectories. In other words, the probability that the physical instance FPs \( \mathbf{p}_o \) will satisfy the constraints increases as the projector takes more information about the field into account.

From the stochastic prediction, we define a reference field \( \bar{\phi} \) and an associated set of reference FPs \( \bar{\mathbf{p}} \). One choice, described in Section 3.1, is to set \( \bar{\phi} \) as the ensemble mean, with reference FPs equally spaced along a level set. Note that although \( \bar{\mathbf{p}} \) does depend on a rule set, we do not write \( \bar{\mathbf{p}} = \mathcal{D}(\bar{\phi}) \), because \( \mathcal{D} \) operates on instances only, and actually contains both \( \bar{\mathbf{p}} \) and \( \bar{\phi} \) implicitly. From the stochastic prediction we also define a reference gradient vector \( \bar{\mathbf{g}} \) to go with \( \bar{\mathbf{p}} \); both \( \bar{\mathbf{p}} \) and \( \bar{\mathbf{g}} \) can change over time.

2.4. Geometry of \( \mathbb{E}_o \)

Assuming the desirability (\( \mathbb{P}_1 \)) and feasibility (\( \mathbb{P}_2 \)) conditions are met by \( \mathbf{p}_o \), the next question is how to make \( \bar{\mathbf{p}}_o \approx \mathbf{p}_o \). In this and the next subsection, we consider geometric aspects, from which conditions \( \mathbb{P}_3, \mathbb{P}_4 \), and \( \mathbb{P}_5 \) will follow. As noted, \( \mathbb{E}_o \) includes the vehicle system, and hence following \( \mathbf{p}_o \) is a complicated function of many parameters as well as random processes. At each time step, however, \( \mathbb{E}_o \) can be thought of as having a geometric part that establishes \( \bar{\mathbf{p}}_o \approx \mathbf{p}_o \) through algebraic constraints only, and a feedback and estimation part that in turn establishes \( \bar{\mathbf{p}}_o \approx \bar{\mathbf{p}}_o \), when the vehicles stay close by. This second approximation is essentially set by the closed-loop performance of the integrated system, the topic of a later section.

Regarding the first approximation, suppose for the moment that there are no constraints from the vehicle system, i.e., that all measurements and communications are perfect, and the vehicles’ physical motion is unconstrained. All that is left in \( \mathbb{E}_o \) is the causal mapping from perfect measurements at vehicle locations \( \mathbf{q} \) to the FP estimates \( \hat{\mathbf{p}}_o \). Let us restrict our attention to a single FP and a single time step.

The geometry of \( \mathbb{E}_o \) is built on one of two simple linearization models. Consider Fig. 2(a), which illustrates the first. Suppose that \( \mathbf{p}_o \) instantaneously satisfies the level condition \( \phi(\mathbf{p}_o) = \Phi \) plus constraints \( \mathbf{p}_o \in \mathcal{C} = \mathcal{C}_1 \cap \mathcal{C}_2 \). To resolve ambiguities in a complicated field \( \mathcal{C}_1 \) restricts each \( \mathbf{p}_o \) to the neighborhood of the corresponding reference point \( \hat{\mathbf{p}} \); for uniqueness, \( \mathcal{C}_2 \) is a line that sufficiently constrains \( \mathbf{p}_o \) along the level set. The intuition is that if this FP coincides with a strong gradient, and if tracking errors are small, then a vehicle located at \( \mathbf{q} \) would be able to directly servo to \( \mathbf{p}_o \), by measuring \( [\phi(\mathbf{q}) - \Phi] \) and enforcing \( \mathbf{q} \in \mathcal{C}_2 \). Note that \( \hat{\mathbf{p}}_o \) as drawn is not at \( \mathbf{p}_o \) because the estimator does not know the true level set.

Each linearization at a site in \( \mathbb{E}_o \) uses the nominal gradient \( \bar{\mathbf{g}}_o \), which is supposed to apply in the neighborhood of \( \mathbf{p}_o \). This is a strong assumption, because gradient variability can be quite large. A
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1 As a slight abuse of notation, we will use \( \mathbf{p}_i \) and \( \mathbf{q} \) to indicate 2-vectors of coordinates in \( \mathbb{R}^2 \); boldface will be used to refer to sets of FPs and vehicles, respectively.
robust stochastic prediction serves as an adequate indicator, however, and our simple approach of using $\bar{p}$ and $\bar{g}$ directly is effective for the datasets described in Section 5.

Some simple manipulations give a key analytic relationship, illustrated in Fig. 2(b):

$$\phi_o(q) - \phi_o(p_o) = \bar{g}^T (q - \bar{p}_o) = \int_{p_o}^{q} \nabla \phi_o(s)^T ds,$$

where $s$ denotes any path in $\mathbb{R}^2$ from $p_o$ to $q$. The formula is exact, and says that the error in extrapolating a measurement at $q$ to the anticipated measurement at (unknown) $p_o$ is equal to the projection of the reference gradient onto the error in FP position. It offers two crucial insights. First, with all of $q$, $p_o$ and $\bar{p}_o$ assumed to lie within $C_1$, for the error to be small we need $\nabla \phi_o$ to be near $\bar{g}$ in $C_1$, at least in the average sense and at least in the direction of $q - p_o$. Given that $q$ is on $C_2$, gradient error that is orthogonal to $q - p_o$ has no bearing on the FP error. Second, stronger $|\bar{g}|$ makes for a smaller error in $\bar{g}$’s direction. Error orthogonal to $\bar{g}$ is not controlled by the integral (nor by $|\bar{g}|$), and this is why we require the constraint $C_2$ or coupling in our models.

**Example 2.** To illustrate specific $D$ and $E_o$, suppose there are two vehicles and that $D$ codes for one vehicle to follow the northernmost extreme of the level set $\phi_i = \Phi$, and the other vehicle to follow the southernmost extreme. This is an easy program to write if $\phi_i$ is known. Assume $\bar{p}$ is representative of each instance; then $E_o$ fixes the east–west coordinate for each vehicle according to that of $\bar{p}$ – this is the constraint $C_2$ at each site – and drives each vehicle north or south depending on the error signal $[\phi_o(q) - \Phi]$ and some control law.

We now state more specifically our two major categories of linearization:

1. The first involves perturbations relative to a reference point and its reference gradient; see Fig. 2(a). Perturbations are only allowed along the reference gradient line through the reference point. This constraint is suitable when deviations perpendicular to a level set are the dominant effect, e.g., undulations of a long front.

2. The second linearization allows unconstrained translations relative to the reference FP, but maintains the reference gradient, as in Fig. 2(c). This is useful when the shape of the tracked feature is consistent but its translation is not. In the absence of a given lateral constraint, this linearization requires coupling between FPS, which will be described below.
In this paper we give application-related studies concentrating on the first linearization. As an aside, we note that range-only tracking and pursuit of a point target can be seen as a special case of the second linearization, in which speed limits and nonholonomic constraints for the target are replacing the ocean model. That the observing vehicles have to maintain a wide aperture, and a suitable distance for sensing and communication, comprises a simple rule set within the real-time system $E_0$. We have studied this scenario experimentally (Reed et al., 2013).

2.5. Gradients for $E_0$

An instance $\phi_i$ induces $p_i$ at each site through $D$, and the associated gradient is $\nabla \phi_i(p_i)$. If this gradient is close to the reference gradient $\bar{g}$, then we can use the latter in real-time operation. Desirable properties for $P$ in this regard are:

1. $\|\bar{g}\|_2 \geq \kappa$ for each FP. The reference gradient is strong, improving SNR of a noisy field measurement.\(^2\)

2. $\|\nabla \phi_i(p_i + \Delta) - \bar{g}\|_2 \leq \epsilon \kappa$ for each FP, where $\Delta \in \mathbb{R}^2 : \|\Delta\|_2 \leq r$ is a positioning error representing a neighborhood of radius $r$ around $p_i$, and $0 < \epsilon \ll 1$. The instance gradient is close to the reference and is spatially robust.

Both of these properties conform to minimizing the error $\hat{p}'_o - \bar{p}_o$ in Eq. (1), and also relate to control system performance, as discussed in Section 6.2.1. Two additional issues arise. First, $\bar{p}$ and $\bar{g}$ can vary over the prediction horizon. Consistent with control systems practice, we require that these variations are slow enough that they do not interfere with the closed-loop system near its break frequency:

3. $\bar{p}$ and $\bar{g}$ for each FP are slowly-varying relative to the control system.

Second, despite best efforts to corral the frontal points through advantageous trajectories, they may still fail to capture the dynamic behavior of interest. For example, suppose that a simple, positive-sloping front like that shown in Fig. 2(b) develops a local minimum in the vicinity of $\bar{p}$, leading to an “S”-shaped slice. We have observed this and other failure mechanisms in our work with ocean model data, and they lead to a general constraint on feature consistency, which is intrinsically related to the gradients:

4. An instance $p_i$ stays on the major features of interest.

2.6. Dynamics linearization

Our stochastic understanding of the field is a reference trajectory $\bar{\phi}$ and a limited variation of it $\phi_o$. This applies to the FPs as well, with $\bar{p}$ and $p_o$. For the purpose of designing and implementing an observation system, we now assume that the perturbations $p_o - \bar{p}$ have a locally linear dynamic behavior, driven by both known inputs (e.g., wind forcing if the estimate is accurate) and unknown (long-term nonlinear behavior of ocean flows). Linear dynamics brings access to mature and scalable multi-variable identification, analysis and synthesis tools, but the assertion is clearly a tradeoff against the descriptive power of fully nonlinear modeling. We think the tradeoff worthwhile since communication constraints and navigation are preeminent problems in application. That said, any linearization of a nonlinear process, and certainly one that projects onto a low-dimensional space, has limitations. Our approach is advocated only for persistent features within the ability of the network and vehicle system to pursue.

The physics of ocean processes introduce spatial and dynamic structure into the field, which may be reflected in the motions of the frontal points. Such physical aspects include the length scales of turbulence vs. smoothness in diffusion, and geostrophic or tidal forcing at large scales. Establishing
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\(^2\) A loose definition of SNR is gradient magnitude multiplied by the standard deviation of the navigation noise, divided by the standard deviation of the scalar field measurement noise.
coupling between the frontal points is useful since an integrated control and estimation strategy would enable coupled vehicles to perform better than vehicles making decisions based only on local information. To emphasize this point, we observe that in general the Kalman filter systematically reduces error covariance trace as the coupling between subsystems is increased, with all other parameters held fixed. This trend holds up to the point where the system’s frequency content is beyond the capability of the filter. Our control simulation results in Section 6.2.2 similarly show that coupling improves performance; see the “Lower Bound” controller. On the other hand, a controller that leverages uncoupled dynamics still has its place in scenarios where communication is difficult, or sensor noise is low; see the “Loners” controller. Thus, we set a desirable but not required constraint for the projector:

\[ F_0: \text{An instance } p_i \text{ exhibits coupling.} \]

To establish coupling, we apply system identification techniques to the stochastic frontal points perturbations; more details are given in Section 4.2. This method may be criticized first because it is equivalent to claiming that the coupled dynamic behavior of the ocean field can be expressed as a model of very low order; and second because stochastic identification (in which the system is driven by unknown forcing) is difficult enough even for illustrative problems in the literature. At the same time, linear analysis has been extremely useful in elucidating fundamental behavior of ocean systems, e.g., Thompson and Battisti (2000) and Huck and Vallis (2001), and indeed a full linear tangent dynamic behavior has been developed in Moore et al. (2004), and implemented in the widely-used ROMS modeling system. Along the lines of our current objectives, linear estimation of ocean systems using sensor networks has been considered before by Zhang et al. (2009).

2.7. Modeling framework and other assumptions

**Ensemble description of uncertainty:** The quality of predictions is of course a perennial concern in modeling any stochastic, nonlinear process (Palmer, 2000; Rixen et al., 2009). An ensemble of model runs with variable forcing and initial conditions is a popular means for describing uncertainty, and this will be our language in the rest of the paper. More generally, however, any description of uncertainty could be accommodated insofar as it allows projection into the vehicle space. Uncertainty in prediction arises primarily from initial condition errors, modeling errors, and unknown disturbances; we shall assume that all three elements are unbiased in each epoch.

**Limited time scales and renewal:** No climate nor ocean model enjoys sustained accuracy as the prediction horizon lengthens. For employing an ocean model over long time scales, we assume a data assimilation schedule as found in numerical weather prediction; predictions are made for a given forward horizon, on which we immediately carry out our entire design process, and implement it. When a new prediction becomes available, the process can be run again. An alternative information paradigm would be to employ repeated sections from longer simulations of cyclic processes, e.g., tidal flows in a coastal area.

**Timing:** The integrated observation system has several time scales. Following Fig. 1, we define an epoch as the period between \( T_s \) and \( T_e \) over which a given model prediction (and the associated ensemble data) is valid, and the pursuit task is undertaken. For our examples in stochastic identification and controller performance, we study a single epoch. The model prediction for each epoch consists of \( T \) unit time steps (the resolution of the model forecast), and thus, \( T_e - T_s = T \). The integrated observation and control system, i.e. all sensing, communications, and actions in the feedback loop, operates at its own time step, \( \delta t \). In the current study, we use \( \delta t = 1 \), so that the networked control system matches the model time step. This is not far from reality, since the temporal resolution of ocean models is often of order one hour or shorter, while the command and control cycle of a multi-vehicle system – at least over large scales and if multi-hop acoustics are involved – could be many minutes. The coincidence of time steps is a convenient choice for this paper, but not required.

**Centralized control architecture:** For the multi-vehicle front tracking problem, we assume a centralized approach for the design stage, i.e., the upper half of Fig. 1, with measurement packets sent to a fusion center, and control commands sent back out to the vehicles. Many multi-vehicle systems
deployed at sea today have a similarly centralized architecture (Ramp et al., 2009; Schneider and Schmidt, 2010). At the same time, there is no reason that the multi-vehicle control system (in the lower right of Fig. 1) has to be centralized.

**Breakdown:** The integrated feedback system may fail for many reasons, some of which we allude to above, and illustrate below. In general, however, a failure does not compromise the basic abilities of individual vehicles, sensors, or communication system—a great many problems will reside in the modeling and the FPs. This suggests that on a failure of the integrated system, we can still operate assets in the field, and in many cases recover the survey and group capabilities that are available today. Recovery after breakdown is related to the problem of initial detection and convergence to the feature.

**Navigation and jump aspects:** Although we can accommodate certain operational considerations in our unified statement, for the most part we will consider navigation to be a separate problem, except as described through a standard LTI model with disturbances and sensor noise. Additionally, ocean model assimilation systems often generate renewed updates at intervals of several hours. Thus, while the stochastic identification procedure gives an LTI model over the prediction horizon (the full \( T_s \) to \( T_e \)), in practice a rolling horizon approach would be used, where system matrices will change at every prediction update. This implies a jump linear system, which requires special treatment in control design. Operationally, there are also issues of vehicles entering and leaving the fleet (for example to charge batteries), which require a jump system approach.

3. Details of the projector

3.1. Fully constrained perturbations

We first describe instance frontal points constrained to the reference gradient direction, passing through the reference frontal point. This model is suitable when perturbations are primarily in the gradient direction, as in when following moderate undulations perpendicular to a long front. Tracking the lateral motion of a cable or chain is a useful analogy for coupled behavior. For \( M \) prediction instances (realizations) and \( N \) vehicle sites, the projection problem on \( r \in \mathbb{R}^2 \), \( t \in \{T_s, T_s + 1, \ldots, T_e\} \), is:

\[
\text{given } \phi_i(r, t) \quad \text{(scalar field instance) } i \in \{1, \ldots, M\} \\
\text{find } \bar{\phi}(r, t) \quad \text{(reference field)} \\
\Phi_j(t) \quad \text{(target level for } \phi \text{ at each vehicle) } j \in \{1, \ldots, N\} \\
\bar{p}_j(t) \quad \text{(reference FP for each vehicle) } j \in \{1, \ldots, N\} \\
\tilde{p}_{i,j}(t) \quad \text{(scalar FP perturbations) } i \in \{1, \ldots, M\}, j \in \{1, \ldots, N\} \\
\text{such that (dropping the time argument and the ranges for } i \text{ and } j) \\
\]

(i) \( \bar{g}_n(r) := \nabla \bar{\phi}(r)/\|\nabla \bar{\phi}(r)\|_2 \) \quad \text{(definition of normalized reference gradient vector)} \\
(ii) \( \tilde{p}_{i,j} := \bar{p}_j + \bar{g}_n(\bar{p}_j)\tilde{p}_{i,j} \) \quad \text{(definition of constrained frontal point instance)} \\
(iii) \( \bar{\phi}(\bar{p}_j) = \Phi_j \) \quad \text{(reference frontal point identity)} \\
(iv) \( \phi_i(p_{i,j}) = \Phi_j \) \quad \text{(frontal point identity per instance)} \\
(v) \( p_{i,j} \in \mathbb{P} \) \quad \text{(see Table 1).}

Selection of the baseline field \( \bar{\phi} \) is a matter of user choice, and could be as simple as the mean field. The target level \( \Phi_j \) for a given vehicle \( j \) is possibly time varying, and defines both the reference FP as well as the instance FP, (constraints (iii) and (iv)). Constraint (ii) establishes that instance FPs lie on a line passing through the reference FP, and in the reference gradient direction.

We show how this construction allows for an explicit estimate of the distance between the vehicle and the frontal point, from measurement of the field variable. Let \( \bar{\phi}_j := \phi_j - \bar{\phi} \). For an instance in the
field (again dropping the time argument), invoking a Taylor series gives

\[
\phi_i(p_{i,j}) = \tilde{\phi}(p_{i,j}) + \dot{\phi}_i(p_{i,j}) \\
= \tilde{\phi}(\tilde{p}_j + \tilde{g}_n(\tilde{p}_j)\tilde{p}_{i,j}) + \dot{\phi}_i(\tilde{p}_j + \tilde{g}_n(\tilde{p}_j)\tilde{p}_{i,j}) \\
= \tilde{\phi}(\tilde{p}_j) + \|\nabla \tilde{\phi}(\tilde{p}_j)\|_2 \tilde{p}_{i,j} + \dot{\phi}_i(\tilde{p}_j) + \text{h.o.t.}
\]

“h.o.t.” indicates higher-order terms, which we drop, and the second term here results from the simple fact that \(\nabla \tilde{\phi}(\tilde{p}_j)\) is parallel to \(\tilde{g}_n(\tilde{p}_j)\). Now let \(q_{i,j}\) be the location of vehicle \(j\); with \(q_{i,j} := \tilde{p}_j + \tilde{g}_n(\tilde{p}_j)\tilde{q}_{i,j}\), the same expansion above gives

\[
\phi_i(q_{i,j}) = \tilde{\phi}(\tilde{p}_j) + \|\nabla \tilde{\phi}(\tilde{p}_j)\|_2 \tilde{q}_{i,j} + \dot{\phi}_i(\tilde{p}_j).
\]

Finally, define the noisy physical measurement, expressed as a deviation from the reference value:

\[
z_j^{\phi} = \left[\phi_i(q_{o,j}) + v_j^{\phi}\right] - \Phi_j \\
\approx \|\nabla \tilde{\phi}(\tilde{p}_j)\|_2 (\tilde{q}_{o,j} - \tilde{p}_{o,j}) + v_j^{\phi}, \tag{2}
\]

where \(v_j^{\phi}\) is the measurement noise of the scalar field sensor on vehicle \(j\). The distance between the true frontal point and the vehicle is thus captured in the field measurement.

### 3.2. Unconstrained translation

Now we look briefly at the more general case, in which the instance FPs do not have to remain on the reference gradient line through the reference FP; they can translate arbitrarily. Such a projector could be used to follow a consistently-shaped structure moving through space, for example by placing FPs along fixed directions from its centroid. The problem statement of the previous section is modified only slightly. Scalar \(p_{i,j}\) is changed to a two-vector, and constraints (i) and (ii) are replaced with \(p_{i,j} = \tilde{p}_j + \tilde{p}_{i,j}\). We then simply write the vector form of the earlier measurement equation:

\[
z_j^{\phi} = [\nabla \tilde{\phi}(\tilde{p}_j)]^T (q_{o,j} - p_{o,j}) + v_j^{\phi}. \tag{3}
\]

It is important to note that this approach, by Eq. (1), cannot follow \(p_o\) in the absence of coupling. The target pursuit analogue is illustrative. A vehicle monitoring target range in the N–S direction plus a vehicle monitoring range in the E–W direction are clearly sufficient to pursue the target if they communicate. Implicit at each tracker is the fact that the range gradient points exactly away from the target, and this is parallel to \(q - p\). The explicit model coupling is simply that the two trackers are seeing the same target, or \(p_1 = p_2\).

### 4. System integration steps

As we discuss integration of the system described so far, one should bear in mind that beginning with the system identification step, all measurements and state variables now relate to perturbations.

#### 4.1. Implementing projection

As noted earlier, projection can be made generic or problem-specific; the main objective is to provide oceanographers with a good balance of automation and interface. We will take here the key ideas from Section 2, and the notation of Section 3, to describe the projection used in our example cases.

First, we specify the reference field \(\tilde{\phi}\) as the ensemble mean. The set of interest on \(\tilde{\phi}\) is taken as a front defined by the scalar field value \(\Phi\), constant through the epoch; we set \(\Phi_j = \Phi\) for all the FPs \(j\). We look through the ensemble data by hand (as an oceanographer might), and select confined areas (the \(C_1\) box from Section 2.2) for each FP at each time step, containing desirable parts of the \(\Phi\)-level set. When selecting the \(C_1\) box for each FP, we consider realistic vehicle motions (\(P_2\), strong
gradients ($\mathbb{P}_3$), stable reference features ($\mathbb{P}_4$), and feature clarity ($\mathbb{P}_5$). $\mathbb{P}_2$ focuses on satisfying vehicle speed constraints, for which we limit the distance any reference FP can move between time steps: $|\tilde{p}_j(t + 1) - \tilde{p}_j(t)| \leq K_u u_{\text{max}}, \forall j \in \{1, \ldots, N\}, t \in \{T_1, \ldots, T_e - 1\}$, where $u_{\text{max}}$ is the vehicle maximum speed, and $0 < K_u < 1$ is a user parameter. Actual vehicles have to follow dynamic perturbations, not only the reference, so $K_u$ is typically well below one. This approach for $\mathbb{P}_2$ can be extended to more complex and practical constraints specific to a given deployment, such as expected distance traveled, mission time, energy, and so on.

To pick the specific $\tilde{p}_j$ at each time step, we developed an interface in which the user draws rays across the reference front within $C_{1,j}$, and the intersections then define $\tilde{p}_j$. The reference gradient directions $\nabla \phi(\tilde{p}_j)$ are computed in the same process, defining a set of $N$ line constraints $C_{2,j}$. We next project instance variations of the front onto $C_{2,j}$, using Algorithm 1, giving scalar FP perturbations $\tilde{p}_{i,j}$. The next two paragraphs detail variations of this algorithm that account for grid interpolation and complicated local contours.

### Algorithm 1 FP Projector for constrained linearization

**Require:** $\phi_i(t)$ for $i \in \{1, \ldots, M\}$, and

$\{\tilde{p}_j(t), C_1(t), C_{2,j}(t)\}$ for $j \in \{1, \ldots, N\}$, all for $t \in \{1, \ldots, T\}$

**for all** epoch time steps $t = 1, \ldots, T$ **do**

**for all** instances $i \in \{1, \ldots, M\}$ **do**

**for all** FP$s$ $j \in \{1, \ldots, N\}$ **do**

$S_{0,j} \leftarrow \Phi$-contour of field $\phi_i$ in $C_{1,j}(t)$

$p_{i,j}(t) \leftarrow$ unique intersection of $S_{0,j}$ and $C_{2,j}(t)$

$\hat{p}_{i,j}(t) \leftarrow p_{i,j}(t) - \tilde{p}_j(t)$

**end for**

**end for**

**end for**

Computed contours consist of vertices and straight segments, so ensuring smooth interpolation to find the intersection of a local contour $S_0$ and a line $C_2$ takes some care. We choose a number of points on $S_0$ in the immediate neighborhood of $\tilde{p}_j$, compute the signed distance of each point to $C_2$, and record the closest point on either side of $C_2$. $p_{i,j}$ is then computed as the intersection of $C_2$ with the line connecting these two closest points. This neighborhood around $\tilde{p}_j$ is unique to each FP and can be chosen tighter than $C_1$ if needed—this helps to ensure uniqueness of frontal points in each instance.

The instance front itself is not always well-behaved. Eddies and similar fluctuations occur, and these create complicated $S_0$, which can induce multiple intersections with $C_2$. We attempt to smooth these out by point selection based on the median filter, well-known in signal and image processing for removing outliers (Gallagher and Wise, 1981). First, find a set of $n$ tight contours for $\phi$-levels very close to $\Phi$; we refer to this as a contour family $S(\subset S_0)$. For a given frontal point, compute the intersection of $C_{2,j}$ with each member of $S$; there may be several intersections for a given member, but we only keep the one closest to $\tilde{p}_j$. Compute the signed distance to $\tilde{p}_j$ for each of these $n$ closest intersections, and then take the median across $S$ as $\hat{p}_{i,j}$. In the extreme case where $S \cap C_{2,j} = \emptyset$ (that is, no crossing contours are available in the area of interest), we expand the local search neighborhood, and with it $S$, enough to find at least one intersection, so the FP can be placed. For our computations, this overall approach has proven very effective for limiting sudden jumps in $p_{i,j}$.

In some instances the front breaks down to a point that the real-time system $E_0$ simply cannot follow, and so creates major outliers in the FPs. This is a failure to satisfy $\mathbb{P}_5$. Linear system identification does not handle outliers well, and if needed we can concede to exclude outlier realizations from system identification. If the fraction of excluded trials in the ensemble is high, however, we clearly cannot expect the real-time system to do well. Practically speaking, any operational vehicle system should be able to switch to a “recovery” mode if such conditions are encountered in a physical experiment; we expect that even if the oceanographic pursuit mission fails, the ensemble can still aid failure-detection algorithms.
Once the population of FP perturbations, $\tilde{p}_{ij}(t)$ has been created, it should be reviewed to ensure that all (or an acceptable fraction) are in $\mathcal{P}$. $\mathcal{P}_2$ is again notable because it relates to vehicle control, speed and maneuvering capabilities. For example, after running the projector, we check the vehicle speeds: $|p_{ij}(t + 1) - p_{ij}(t)| \leq u_{\text{max}}$. Corrections in the process are likely to be made at the level of the reference FPs, since Algorithm 1 even with its variations has few tuning parameters.

4.2. Stochastic identification of instance frontal points

Linear system identification (Ljung, 1999) – the determination of an LTI dynamical system model to explain measurements – is highly effective when the input signals are known. For single-input, single-output systems, strong results are regularly produced by robust time- and frequency-domain approaches; for multi-input, multi-output systems, subspace identification algorithms (Van Overschee and De Moor, 1996) are widely used. The stochastic analogue, where we wish to explain the data as the output of a coupled system driven by noise inputs, is much less developed. In fact, aside from the two key references above, there seem to be few technical results on the topic in the last fifteen years. Intuitively, one can appreciate that the difficulty of stochastic identification reflects a tenuous optimization problem—the raw constraints are noisy output traces, the belief that the driving signals are Gaussian, and a system order specification. System order selection is aided by computing singular values of the Hankel matrix on the input data; this is very similar to what is done for balanced realization and model reduction (Moore, 1978). We describe specific choices for model order selection in Section 5.

Given the order, stochastic subspace methods involve first estimating a sequence of states from the data; this is in strong contrast to the input–output viewpoint of classical system identification. The states are interpreted as the output of Kalman filter predictors, and they can be obtained through QR factorization and singular value decomposition (SVD). Once these states are identified, a linear least-squares regression yields the unknown system matrices. The specific numerical algorithm we use is Matlab’s $\text{n4sid}$ (Van Overschee and De Moor, 1996), providing a model in innovations form. In our case, the outputs are the linearized perturbations $\tilde{p}$ (with $t$ denoting the time step):

$$
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{x}_p(t + 1) &= A_p \mathbf{x}_p(t) + K \mathbf{e}(t) \\
\tilde{p}(t) &= C_p \mathbf{x}_p(t) + \mathbf{e}(t),
\end{align*}
$$

and $A_p$, $K$, $C_p$, and Cov($\mathbf{e}$) $\triangleq R_e$, are generated by the algorithm. We reiterate that $\tilde{p}$ is available only for the model ensemble, not for the physical instance.

Several specific challenges that practitioners of stochastic algorithms face include high sensitivity to pre-filtering of data, and, perhaps more seriously, the requirement of long signals. Indeed, guarantees of optimality and asymptotic unbiasedness only exist for an infinite number of samples, and statistical analysis with finite sample length remains an open problem (Van Overschee and De Moor, 1996). In practice $\text{n4sid}$ can generate useful results with short sequences, and this would be a necessity for oceanographic pursuit, where typically few, if any, repeated events are observed. One could conjecture that from a system identification point of view, longer data traces are desirable even if the latter portions of them are useless for forecasting; this question is beyond our scope.

$n4sid$ includes a few user parameters that can be tweaked to improve performance: SVD weighting, forward prediction horizon, and number of past inputs used for prediction. In both Van Overschee and De Moor (1996) and Ljung (1999), however, it is made clear that optimal choices for most of these settings are still open subjects of research.

4.3. Connecting with the vehicle system

We take in our framework a linear time-invariant model of vehicle system behavior; see Kinsey et al. (2006) for a recent review of underwater vehicle navigation systems that support control. Our formulation is developed for a group of vehicles, which may or may not share physical disturbances and navigation aspects. This aggregate vehicle system is described by the state-space dynamics matrix $A_q$, gain $B_q$, and output $C_q'$; the vehicles’ process noise vector $\mathbf{w}_q$ has covariance $Q_q$, and measurement
noise $\nu_q$ has covariance $R_q$. $A_q$ and $B_q$ are block diagonal, since the vehicles have no coupling except through the control and possibly the disturbances. The integrated open-loop system is:

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
    x_p(t + 1) \\
    x_q(t + 1)
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
    A_p & 0 \\
    0 & A_q
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
    x_p(t) \\
    x_q(t)
\end{bmatrix} +
\begin{bmatrix}
    0 \\
    B_q
\end{bmatrix} u(k) +
\begin{bmatrix}
    K & 0 \\
    0 & I
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
    e(t) \\
    w_q(g)
\end{bmatrix}.
$$

(4)

As written, dynamics of the frontal point perturbations and vehicle perturbations are decoupled, giving the macro block-diagonal structure shown. Clearly $x_q$ is affected by neither $x_p$ nor $u$, but is $x_q$ affected by $x_p$? Although in principle one could establish such coupling, the fact that $A_q$ is not, implies that simulation of vehicles and their control system would have to be added into $\mathcal{D}$. This turn toward a self-referential projector is left for future work. Off-diagonal blocks in the process noise gain matrix can be left at zero by the same rationale.

The output equations are where the oceanographic and the vehicle systems most strongly interact:

$$
z(t) =
\begin{bmatrix}
    z^\phi(t) \\
    \bar{q}(t)
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
    -GC_p & GC_q \\
    0 & C_q
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
    x_p(t) \\
    x_q(t)
\end{bmatrix} +
\begin{bmatrix}
    -G & 0 \\
    0 & I
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
    e(t) \\
    \nu^\phi(t) \\
    \nu_q(t)
\end{bmatrix}.
$$

(5)

with $G = \text{diag}(\|\nabla \phi(\hat{p}_1)\|, \ldots, \|\nabla \phi(\hat{p}_N)\|)$, and it is assumed that $G$ varies slowly enough not to interfere with the feedback controller $(\hat{P}_q)$. Note that the disturbance $\nu(t)$ enters the output equation, in accordance with the innovations form. Its inclusion highlights a subtlety in Eq. (2); whereas $\tilde{q}$ represents a physical vehicle perturbation via a strictly proper system, $\tilde{p}$ does not. $\tilde{p}$ is the output of our projection algorithm with no low-pass constraints at all, and as defined in the stochastic identification it has “jitter”.

4.4. Estimation of the integrated system

The aggregate process noise vector (dropping the time argument) is $w = [(Ke)^T, (w_q)^T]^T$ and the total measurement noise vector is $v = [(-Ge + \nu^\phi)^T, (\nu_q)^T]^T$. Process noise for the FPs may be correlated with the vehicles’ process noise, for example due to currents; this is captured by the matrix $Q_{eq}$. We assume, however, that beyond $e$, no process noise is correlated with any sensor noise. For use in the generalized Kalman filter (Simon, 2006), expanding out the expectations gives:

$$
\mathbb{E}[(w^T, v^T)|w^T, v^T]^T] =
\begin{bmatrix}
    KR_pG^T & Q_{eq} \\
    * & 0 \\
    * & 0
\end{bmatrix}.
$$

(6)

5. Examples of projection and identification

We now present three projection and stochastic identification examples, for the fully constrained linearization of Section 3.1. The first case is an LTI chained mass system, for validation. Next, we study a double gyre model, simulated using a finite-volume Navier–Stokes solver (Ueckermann and Lermusiaux, 2012; Sapsis and Lermusiaux, 2012). The double gyre is a canonical fluid mechanics problem, highly nonlinear and unstable; while these factors would seem to position it poorly for system identification, there is also a dominant wave-like behavior that greatly contributes to coupling, and to a locally linear behavior. The double gyre is a generic and dimensionless scenario with few physical parameters, and thus useful for benchmarking. The third dataset is substantially more difficult and realistic, focusing on three-dimensional flows north and east of Taiwan. This particular set was part of a larger study (Gawarkiewicz et al., 2011) emphasizing prediction and uncertainty for an ocean setting with complex multiscale dynamics, from internal tides and waves to large-scale currents. One of the main features noted was sporadic intrusions by the Kuroshio Current into the so-called “Cold Dome”. These elements make the Taiwan front a challenging case for oceanographic pursuit.
Table 2
Parameter values used for chained mass system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( k_a )</th>
<th>( k_g )</th>
<th>( b_n )</th>
<th>( b_g )</th>
<th>( w_1 \ldots 7 )</th>
<th>( w_8 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Time series of selected chained mass perturbations. The eight sites are shown on each plot. Left: two selected instances of original simulated data. Middle: simulations using coupled system identification. Right: simulations using local system identification.

(b) Top: histograms of FP correlation coefficients from original chained mass simulated data (25 instances). Bottom: from identified model simulations (50 instances). Only correlations between Site 1 and the others are shown.

Fig. 3. Chained mass system identification results.

5.1. Identification of an LTI chained mass

The chained mass system has eight masses arranged nominally along a line and undergoing lateral perturbations. Each mass is tied to ground lightly by a spring \( k_g \) and damper \( b_g \), connected to adjacent neighbors with springs \( k_n \) and dampers \( b_n \), and forced by zero-mean white noise of variance \( w_j \). The parameters are tuned to give magnitudes and frequencies similar to those in the double gyre FP perturbations; see Table 2. The initial condition for each point is \( p_j(0) = 0.1 \cdot \sin \left( \frac{2\pi j}{N-1} \right) + 0.5\eta \), \( \forall j \in \{1, \ldots, N\} \), where \( \eta \sim \mathcal{N}(0, 1) \).

With the \texttt{n4sid} algorithm, we used a forward prediction horizon of four, and four past inputs. We chose a model order twice the number of sites; this is of course the order of the generating system, but also consistent with our choices later. Fig. 3a compares time series for two “data” instances (left) to two time series constructed by stochastic simulation of the identified system and its noise statistics (middle). The “data” perturbations show a dominant resonant mode and tight coupling in phase; this strong coupling is supported by the correlation coefficients shown in Fig. 3b. Time series and correlations from the identified model show virtually the same properties. The Hankel singular values of the input data (Fig. 4 (left)), however, show that the stochastic ID does not exactly recover the original system. We also ran a local second-order identification for each mass. This is shown in Fig. 3a (right), where all relative phase information has been lost. This model is what we use below in a “loners” control scheme made up of non-communicating vehicles.

5.2. Identification of a double gyre front

The feature of interest in the double gyre model is a vorticity contour; although vorticity is not a typical scalar measurement taken at sea, turbulence scales and shear stress are. We study a
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Fig. 4. Hankel singular values for identification data. White bars indicate the model order chosen for each case study.

(b) Correlation coefficients, same format as Fig. 3b.

Fig. 5. Double gyre system identification results.

176-timestep period that takes place when the gyre system is just starting to become unstable, soon after which all structure is lost. Eight reference FP trajectories were designed, maintaining equal spacing along the reference front. We then ran the projector on 25 randomly-selected ensemble members, and performed stochastic identification. The perturbations were lightly low-pass filtered before being passed into \texttt{n4sid}, so as to reduce grid effects. The Hankel singular values shown in the middle plot of Fig. 4 have only one clear break point, at a model order of two. This choice would allow only for one oscillator, with differences between the behavior at each site merely representing phase shifts. The actual response is somewhat more complicated, and we chose a model order of sixteen. A higher number than this would risk overfitting, while sixteen can be justified at least from a comparison point of view: the uncoupled dynamics is naturally described with eight independent pairs of states. We used a forward prediction horizon of four, and four past inputs in \texttt{n4sid}.

As for the chained mass, in Fig. 5a we compare perturbations for two instances (left) to two time series constructed by stochastic simulation of the identified system and its noise statistics (middle). The instance fluctuations are oscillatory and coordinated, with a traveling wave characteristic; amplitude, phase relations, and frequency content are all well-captured in the identified model. Correlation coefficients shown in Fig. 5b confirm the strong coupling.

5.3. Identification of a front off Taiwan

The Taiwan ensemble has fifty instances, the time step is three hours, the run is 68 steps long (about eight days), and the model grid is 4.5 km. The feature of interest here is a persistent temperature
Fig. 6. Snapshots over time of a single instance of the Taiwan dataset; the northern edge of Taiwan is visible at the bottom of each frame. This instance was used for projection and system identification. The reference contour is a thin black line, and the true contour is a thick black line. True FPs are white with black outlines. The domain of each box is $248 \times 180$ km. The time between snapshots is 18 h, which makes out-of-phase semi-diurnal (and diurnal) internal tidal effects visible.

Fig. 7. Slices of temperature field along constraint $C_2$ for each FP at time step 30. Twenty-five ensemble instances used for projection and identification are shown. The horizontal axis represents distance along $C_2$ and the vertical axis represents temperature. Slices are positioned horizontally relative to the reference front, which is the origin of each subplot.

front at 50 m depth. Compared with the double gyre case above, this front exhibits much smaller perturbations relative to motion of the reference, and far less structure. We followed the same general procedure in the projector, picking a temperature level and a physical area where gradients are strong and the front stays well-formed. Snapshots over time of a single realization are shown in Fig. 6.

To illustrate the key aspects of this scenario pertinent to identification and oceanographic pursuit, Fig. 7 shows slices of the temperature field along the reference gradient cut, and centered at each reference FP. These slices at time step 30 are from twenty-five instances used for projection and identification. Most of them have a clean albeit nonlinear shape, confirming definition of the front and strong gradients. Some sharp corners are visible, caused by interpolation on the model grid.

Hankel singular values on the right side of Fig. 4 show no break point for any order; this flatter shape indicates the difficulty and lack of structure in the dataset. We chose a system order of sixteen,
for consistency with twice the number of FPs. With the \textit{n4sid} algorithm, we used a forward prediction horizon of six, and three past inputs. Time series are plotted in Fig. 8a, and these confirm reduced coupling. Yet there are still meaningful correlations between neighboring points, as seen in Fig. 8b. These correlations are replicated in the identified system, and we will show in the next section that even this modest level brings a benefit to communication-constrained control.

6. Closed-loop control examples

For each of the three scenarios above, our controller design uses an LTI system model found by identification on a subset of ensemble instances; the design is evaluated on separate subsets. We emphasize that these cases are considered only proof of concept; the settings and operational parameters used do not necessarily reflect real conditions.

6.1. Explanation of controllers

As stated in the Introduction, one of our main objectives is to develop controllers suited for communication constraints; one of the most difficult is packet loss. We define four vehicle communication models:

- **NC**: no communication between vehicles for the purpose of oceanographic pursuit.
- **PC**: perfect communication (lossless and instantaneous).
- **IL**: independent losses. In a cycle, vehicles report measurements instantaneously to a fusion center, which then sends out a command set instantaneously. There are thus $N$ inbound sensor packets and $N$ outbound sensor packets. Losses in the sensor packets are binary, and described as a set of independent Bernoulli processes, having success probabilities $[\beta_1, \ldots, \beta_N]$. Losses in the command packets are similarly described by the Bernoulli parameters $[\alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_N]$.
- **TL**: total losses. In a cycle, vehicles report measurements instantaneously to a fusion center, which then sends out a command set instantaneously. The sensor packets all succeed with probability $\beta$, or they all fail. The command packets all succeed with probability $\alpha$, or they all fail. These total failures on the command and the sensor sides are independent.

This setup ignores the role of communication delays, interference, and scheduling—aspects that, like packet loss, can be handled rigorously from an LTI framework. We compare five controllers, each
subject to vehicle navigation noise and physical disturbances:

- “Non-reacting” uses local linear quadratic Gaussian controllers (LQG, comprising a Kalman filter (KF) for state estimation and a linear quadratic regulator (LQR) for full-state feedback) to place vehicles at the reference FPs. The vehicles do not alter their trajectories based on field measurements, and thus do not have to communicate: NC. The local model from stochastic identification is used for estimation with a KF at each vehicle. This approach gives a practical upper bound on real-time estimation error.
- “Loners” uses a set of \( N \) independent LQG controllers to servo to the estimated front. Each vehicle has only a local model derived from the stochastic identification: NC.
- “Naïve” applies a standard LQG controller design, given a fully coupled model and assuming PC. The simulation uses IL, while the KF takes the standard approach for handling missed measurements.
- “All-or-none” uses the dynamic programming procedure of Imer et al. (2006), on a fully coupled model and where TL is assumed. In simulation, we impose IL. The control design uses the means of the \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) vectors that make up the simulation IL model. A regular missed-measurement KF applies, but the TL scalar \( \alpha \) invokes an adjustment to the prior due to the uncertainty of the control action (Garone et al., 2010).
- “Lower Bound” applies a standard LQG controller design, given a fully coupled model and assuming PC. The simulation is PC also, and hence this controller is expected to be the best.

When control packets are not received, vehicles stay in place. The control objective is to minimize the squared positioning error over time, for all sites/vehicles:

\[
\sum_{j=1}^{N} \sum_{t=1}^{T} (\tilde{q}_{o,j}(t) - \tilde{p}_{o,j}(t))^2
\]

For LQR design, we weight positioning error ten times more heavily than control actions.

6.2. Results

6.2.1. Gain margins

We return briefly to the gradient condition \( P_{3b} : \| \nabla \phi_i (p_i + \Delta) - \tilde{g} \|_2 \leq \epsilon \kappa \) for each FP, where \( 0 < \epsilon \ll 1 \). We consider \( \Delta \) as a positioning error constrained to be along \( C_2 \). \( \epsilon \) is related explicitly to gain margin, a standard means for quantifying robustness in the closed loop, while \( \kappa \) ultimately limits the bandwidth of the closed-loop system. The first ten instances of the Taiwan data (from Fig. 7) are re-plotted in Fig. 9, now showing more specifically the slices (thick line) overlaid on top of twice the reference gradient slope (thin line), and centered at the instance FP. Differences between the reference gradient (not shown) and the instance slice can be interpreted as sensor gain variations from the point of view of an estimator. Although we use a time-varying KF, it is noteworthy that the steady-state KF and the LQR each have a guaranteed per-channel gain margin of zero to two (Safonov and Athans, 1977) and thus the thin diagonal line and the horizontal define a \([0,2]\)-sector that is highly desirable.\(^3\)

We see that all of these instantaneous slices fall within (or very close to within) the sector, at least near the origin.

6.2.2. Controller performance

For our simulations, we assume that all of the vehicles have identical dynamics and sensors. The scalar field measurement noise covariance \( R_q \) is the most sensitive parameter, and our results compare estimation performance varying \( R_q \), with other parameters fixed. For all cases, we simulate control on instances separate from those used for projection and identification, and use \( \tilde{p}_{o,j} \) generated by the omniscient projector for ground-truth. We use one hundred simulation instances for the chained mass, and twenty-five instances each for the double gyre and Taiwan datasets. Vehicle noise parameters are set as \( R_q = 0.01 \) and \( Q_q = 0.01 \). These are chosen to roughly describe a physical scenario, but in reality would depend on the specific vehicles and environmental conditions. We consider vehicle noise only along \( C_2 \). Packet success probabilities are set as \( \tilde{\alpha} = [0.7, 0.8, 0.6, 0.9, 0.7, 0.8, 0.6, 0.9] \),

\(^3\) Despite its wide use in applications, the generic LQG does not have guaranteed stability margins (Doyle, 1978).
Fig. 9. Ten instances of Taiwan temperature slices (thick line) along $C_2$, overlaid on top of twice the reference gradient (thin line). The horizontal axis represents distance along $C_2$, centered at the instance FP, and the vertical axis represents temperature. The $[0,2]$ sector defines a region of stability for the Kalman filter.

Fig. 10. Summarized estimation performance. Estimation error is the RMS over time of $(\hat{\rho} - \tilde{\rho})$, averaged across points and realizations. **Left plot:** performance of Lower Bound in each dataset, as a function of $R_\phi$. For the chained mass, the “Exact” controller is designed using the true system and noise. All other controllers use the outcome of stochastic identification. **Right three plots:** difference in estimation error relative to Lower Bound for all controllers in each dataset.

\[ \bar{\beta} = [0.6, 0.9, 0.7, 0.6, 0.8, 0.9, 0.7, 0.8]. \]

From examination of empirical transfer functions, we verified that the control system bandwidth is sufficient to track the dominant motion of the feature.

We show results comparing performance with varying $R_\phi$ in Fig. 10. $R_\phi$ in the plots is scaled with the mean gradient squared, so as to capture the importance of noise relative to the ambient signal. We compute the RMS (over time) estimation error $(\hat{\rho} - \tilde{\rho})$, averaged across sites and across simulation instances, and this error is normalized by the same statistic on the perturbations used for system identification, in order to compare results across datasets. The leftmost plot of Fig. 10 shows the performance of Lower Bound. Major differences underscore the relative difficulties mentioned earlier, and in particular Taiwan has less structure in its perturbations and considerably more noise, caused both by grid effects as well as erratic projections in the noisy field. At the other extreme, Lower Bound for the chained mass, designed using the exact system model, performs slightly better than Lower Bound based on the identification—demonstrating that the control system resulting from identification is successful. Lower Bound for the chained mass does far better than in either the double gyre or Taiwan cases, largely because the chained mass has an ideal projector and exact gradients, such that estimation performance is independent of positioning.

In the right plots of Fig. 10, we plot differences between the estimation error of each control method and that of Lower Bound. We will describe a few key aspects: positioning, coupling, and packet losses.

---

4 In other work, we have investigated a mixed-loss controller that explicitly designs for IL (Reed and Hover, 2013); however, mixed-loss control performs similarly to “All-or-none” with this set of loss probabilities.

5 We have fixed $R_\psi$, so that these figures have essentially $1/\text{SNR}$ on the horizontal axis.
Non-reacting and Loners use the same local model for estimation; the difference is that Loners positions vehicles reactively to pursue the front. Non-reacting and Loners are identical in the chained mass case, but with the ocean model datasets, estimation becomes more difficult as positioning worsens in the nonlinear field (see Fig. 2(b)). This fact yields a dramatic improvement in estimation for Loners over Non-reacting in the double gyre, where slices are smooth but slope deforms with distance from the front. In the Taiwan dataset, Loners also outperform Non-reacting, but to a lesser extent and mostly at low noise values. The Taiwan front has a more variable shape and shallower slope, along with more pronounced grid effects. For every scenario, the bandwidth of the estimator decreases with large $R_\phi$—the entire system becomes sluggish, vehicles move less, and thus the differences between Loners and Non-reacting disappear.

The role of coupling can be understood by comparing performance of Loners and Lower Bound. In the chained mass model, the improvement of Lower Bound over Loners increases significantly from small values as $R_\phi$ gets larger, reflecting clearly that coupling can offset the bad effects of sensor noise. In the two ocean model datasets, Lower Bound outperforms Loners even at very low $R_\phi$, which may seem surprising but is due to the nonlinear shapes of the slices. The KF does the best it can with the given noise level, but the slice nonlinearities invariably create a “pseudo-noise”, so the filter is mis-tuned. Loners and Lower Bound both suffer, but Lower Bound again has the advantage of coupling.

A more nuanced effect of coupling relates to packet loss, and an interesting comparison can be seen between All-or-none and Loners. Communication losses hurt estimation because of missed measurements, but also hurt positioning directly through dropped control commands. At low levels of sensor noise, Loners outperform the controllers that are subject to packet loss since uncertain communication deteriorates the benefits of coupling. At larger $R_\phi$, above a crossover, Loners cannot succeed with only local modeling, and All-or-none prevails, even with lossy communication.

Comparing now the two controllers subject to packet loss, Naïve and All-or-none use the same coupled model for estimation, and are subject to the same stochastic packet loss sequence in each simulation. All-or-none, however, explicitly takes loss into account in both controller design and in the uncertainty of the KF prior. This is a strong stabilizing effect, as Naïve shows much more sensitivity to sequences of packet losses; its errors can be very small or very large, giving rise to the jumps up and down in Fig. 10. Naïve performs poorly especially at low $R_\phi$, the error converging to that of All-or-none as $R_\phi$ increases. This convergence simply reflects decreased estimator bandwidth.

The estimation performance over time from one example site and realization for each dataset is shown in Fig. 11. The double gyre and chained mass cases show all methods clearly tracking the dominant oscillations, although Loners and Naïve often exhibit more over- or undershoot than the coupled methods. In the double gyre, estimation errors of Non-reacting are clear, especially near the peaks of perturbation magnitude. The Taiwan case is drastically different, again showing the difficulty of this dataset. None of the controllers is able to track the high-frequency variations, but Loners and Non-reacting are much more sluggish than the coupled methods. These time series also illustrate system startup (in the first ten or so samples), an important factor to consider in real-world operations. We have had no difficulties in initialing to the reference FPs in any of our test cases.

7. Conclusion

We have articulated an integrated framework for dynamically sampling the ocean using a group of communicating mobile agents. Our new concept is that locally linear behavior of an ocean process admits strong estimation and control techniques on short time scales; this will allow multiple cooperating vehicles to decompose spatial and temporal variations in the field, and actively follow a dynamic feature of interest. The stochastic dynamical model supporting our controller design is created via a projection from an ocean forecast ensemble into succinct vehicle coordinates, and this is the main innovation of our work. We have demonstrated that control and estimation designs resulting from these identified models are successful, in studies with three example datasets.

Local linearization of ocean model simulations is a critical element of the procedure, that we address first with the frontal points concept and then with subspace identification methods. Neither of these is easy. Frontal point generation has an implicit ergodicity assumption, and requires domain expertise as implied in the constraints $\mathcal{P}$. At the same time, subspace identification, even for systems
which are known to be linear, is difficult, and we have as well restrictions on record length, plus gridding effects. Many specializations and improvements can be made to the preliminary methods we have described.

We firmly believe that linear stochastic models, however, are key to cogent analysis and design procedures when multiple vehicles have to operate with realistic navigation and communication limits. The LTI model allows for classical and scalable multivariable estimation and control, as well as rigorous contemporary approaches for lossy communications. In the control simulation results presented, we can clearly see the importance of actively pursuing the front as opposed to passive tracking, and of global model-based estimation. Moreover, these outcomes illustrate performance of a pursuit system in different conditions, illuminating an interesting trade-off space for designing deployments. An important dimension in it is the number of vehicles and frontal points compared to the length of the feature, as this affects both spatial resolution of the reconstruction as well as the expected level of coupling between sites. These factors need to be weighed in turn against the costs and capabilities of the individual vehicles. For example, if highly accurate sensors are available, it may not be necessary to set up communication at all for the purposes of oceanographic pursuit. On the other hand, vehicles with less expensive, lower-quality sensors can be deployed in larger numbers and will likely benefit from a coupled model and hence collaboration. More broadly, heterogeneous sensor and vehicle networks are increasingly likely in practice. The integrated framework we have developed should support strong trade-off studies along these lines.
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